King’s Meadow School – Curriculum Mapping
Literacy

Maths

Week
1

Explanation:
How to
become a
(profession)

Unit 1: Place
value, ordering
and rounding.

Week
2

Explanation:
How to
become a
(profession)

Unit 2:
Understanding
x and ÷

Week
3

Report- 2
American
Countries

Unit 3:
Fractions,
decimals and
percentages.

Week
4

SPAG

Week
5- Art
Week

Art Week

4 days
only

Science

Computing

Earth and
Space

Term
5

I know the
shape of the
Earth, Sun and
Moon. I know
the
comparative
sizes of the
Earth, Sun and
Moon.
I can
understand the
scale and size
of space.
I know what
the word ‘orbit’
means.

Terms: 5 and 6 Year Group: 5
Hist/Geog
America

MH

Art/D.T
Animations

Year: 16-17

Miss Crockett and Mr Widdows

R.E.

P.S.H.C.E.

Are you
inspired?

SEALRelationships

I can compare
the climates of
2 American
countries.

Creating titles,
speech and
thought
bubbles and
credits

I can identify
who influences
/ inspires me.

I can find out
about people
who are
important to
me.

I can compare
the climates of
2 American
countries.

Film and
Review

I know how the
Holy Spirit
inspired the
Disciples
(Pentecost).

I know how the
Earth creates
day and night.

I can identify
and describe
geographical
features of
North America.

Film and
Review

Unit 3:
Fractions,
decimals and
percentages.

I understand
the phases of
the moon

I can identify
capital cities
and their
features.

Art Week

I can describe
the movement
of the Earth,
and other
planets,
relative to the
Sun in the
solar system.

I can use the
eight points of
a compass to
find and name
states in the
USA.

P.E.
Cricket and
gymnastics

Music

M.F.L

Solar system

Numbers and
Time

Solar songs

To use familiar
vocabulary
confidently
with correct
pronunciationNumbers and
Time

I can give and
receive a
compliment.

The sky at
night

I know how
Pentecost is
celebrated by
Christians.

I know what
being
embarrassed
feels like.

Planets in orbit

Film and
Review

I know how the
Holy Spirit has
inspired
others.

I can help
people feel
less
embarrassed.

Footprints on
the moon

Edit and
evaluate the
animations.

Are you
inspired? Selfreflection of
unit.

I know how to
make people
feel good
about
themselves.

Space rap

To compare
some aspects
of everyday life
in France and
compare with
our ownTelling the
Time
To use familiar
vocabulary in a
new contextNumbers and
Telling the
Time
To develop
accuracy in
pronunciation
and intonation
through songTelling the
Time
To ask and
answer
questions on
at topicTelling the
Time

Literacy

Maths

Computing

Forces

Term
6

SPAG

Unit 4:
Handling Data

Week
2

Take one poetpoetry
appreciationresearch poet,
respond, recite

Unit 5:
Geometry

Week
3

Snapshot

Snapshot

Week
4

Planet fact file

Unit 6:
Measuring

Week
5

Poetry free
verse- reading,
writing and
performing
Cinquain poems

Unit 6:
Measuring

Week
6

Science letter to
Year 6 teachers
about this years
learning.

Unit 7: Addition
and Subtraction

Week
1

Science

4 days
only

I can
understand
that gravity is a
pulling force
that causes
objects to have
weight.
I understand
how friction, air
resistance and
water
resistance act
between
moving
surfaces.
I can
recognise that
gears allow a
smaller force
to have a
greater effect.
I can
recognise that
gears, pulleys,
levers allow a
smaller force
to have a
greater effect.
I can design
and make an
object using a
mechanical
device.
I can design
and make an
object using a
mechanical
device.

Hist/Geog
Mayan
Civilisation

MH

Art/D.T
American Art

R.E.
What’s best for
our world?
Does religion
help people
decide?

P.S.H.C.E.

P.E.

SEALChanges

Music

M.F.L

Celebration

I can identify
the Mayas in
place and in
time.

I can create an
abstract piece of
art using original
geographical
symbols.

I can reflect on
my
relationships.

I can find out
what daily life
was like for the
Mayas.

I can create a
piece of 2D art
that represents
a 3D
topographic
nature.

I can try to
understand why
people might
behave the way
they do when
they are facing a
difficult change.

Celebrate

I understand
Maya religion
and why their
Gods were
important to
them.

I can create a
piece of 2D art
that represents
a 3D
topographic
nature.

Fanfares

Long writeScript about
missing
husband

I can create a
piece of
photographic
collage art work.

I can try to
understand why
people might
behave the way
they do when
they are facing a
difficult change.
I can identify
positives I have
had in Year 5.

Long writeScript about
missing
husband

I can create a
piece of art to
represent the
Grand Canyon.

I can celebrate
my successes.

Downbeats

I know how
Maya
inventions
have impacted
our life today.

I can evaluate
my pieces of art.

Preparation for
change to Year
6.

Our
celebration

Swimming
and rounders

Everybody
loves dancing

Tune up and
play

VM

Week
7

Poetry- Rap

Unit 8:
Properties and
Reasoning
about Numbers

I can design
and make an
object using a
mechanical
device.

I know how
Maya
inventions
have impacted
our life today.

N/A

N/A

Our
celebration

